ARBELLA
th

10 INTERNATIONAL PHOTOGRAPHY COMPETITION
1. PURPOSE OF THE COMPETITION
At Arbella Pasta, social responsibility and artistic projects are a key component to our corporate
identity. Each year, we create a platform that brings together photographers from across Turkey and
around the world. This year marks the 10th anniversary of Arbella hosting this competition, and to
celebrate this milestone, we are proud to announce the addition of a special category: “The Passion
of Pasta”.
Pasta is the most popular food in the world, and one of the most versatile: both universal and local,
pasta adds flavor to the lives of billions of people of all ages and incomes. It is a healthy and nutritious
product-one that’s even entertaining! We look forward to seeing the wonderful works you create that
capture the Passion of Pasta, mixing them with your passion for photography.
Also this year, we celebrate our tenth anniversary with a special “Celebrations and Festivals”
category.
2. COMPETITION CATEGORIES / SECTIONS
In the 2020 Arbella 10th International Photography Competition, there are a total of three (3) categories
within the Digital Photography section:
a.

The Passion of Pasta (Colour) - (Digital)

b.

Celebrations and Festivals (Colour or Black and White) - (Digital)

c.

Open (Colour or Black and White) - (Digital)

3. PARTICIPATION CONDITIONS
a. The competition is open to all photographers, both amateur and professional. Members of the
organizing committee, members of the jury, representatives of TFSF, and immediate relatives of
Arbella Pasta employees are not permitted to participate in the competition.
b. Participation in the competition is free of charge.
c. There are three (3) separate categories in the competition. Contestants may submit up tofour(4)
photos per category.
d. Photographs that are submitted to the contest must be sent in a jpg/jpeg format at a resolution of
at least 300 dpi. Photos may be, at maximum, 3840 pixels wide and 2160 pixels tall, with a
maximum file size of 5 MB.
e. Contestants are free to use any conventional or modern photographic technique, but may not
manipulate their photos. Works that have been manipulated (It is the process of adding and
subtracting any object that disrupts the integrity of the original photo) will not be evaluated.
f.

Black and White photos should comply with the FIAP definition of Black and White: “A black and
white work is a monochrome that shifts from dark grey (black) to light grey (white) and includes
varying shades of grey. A monochrome consisting entirely of a single colour using black and white
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tones is considered a monochrome, and will be entered into the black and white category; such
work can be reconfigured as black and white for the FIAP competition catalog. However, if a black
and white work has been altered to include partial tones and the inclusion of another colour (multicolour), it becomes a colour work and is included in the colour category”.
g. All photos prepared for any category should be sent via the internet. No prints or photos saved to
CD or DVD will be accepted.
h. Photos that have previously received awards in the Arbella International Photography Competition
will not be accepted to the contest.
i.

Photos should not be framed or padded (matted).

j.

Participants will be able to participate in the Arbella 10th International Photography Contest by
accessing www.arbella.tv

k. Participants must be a member of www.arbella.tv and agree to the terms and conditions in order
to participate in the competition.
l.

If there are issues submitting the photos due to issues with the submission system, or if there are
user errors, contact iletisim@arbella.tv as soon as possible. Our technicians will work promptly to
solve the issue. This address is only to be used to contact Arbella Pasta if you are experiencing
problems uploading photos; entries submitted through this address will not be considered official
applications and will not be accepted.

m. The results of the competition will be announced through the following websites: www.arbella.tv
and www.tfsf.org.tr. All participants will also be notified via e-mail.
n. Photographs that receive awards and exhibitions will be published on www.arbella.tv
Furthermore, photographs that receive awards, special mention, and special awards will be
published on www.tfsf.org.tr and TFSF’s social media accounts (Facebook, Instagram, Twitter,
etc.), as well as included in the publication of the TFSF 2020 Almanac.
o. The participant acknowledges, declares, and accepts that s/heis responsible for any and all legal
liability concerning work(s) submitted to the competition.
p. The participant acknowledges, declares, and accepts that the work(s) submitted to the competition
is (are) wholly owned by them and that all applicable permissions are granted.
q. The sender of the work(s) declares that they have received and granted all applicable permissions
and that they accept sole responsibility should any dispute arise. Arbella Pasta will not be held
responsible for any disputes that may arise as it relates to the work(s) submitted to the
competition.
r.

The usage rights of the award-winning work(s) will belong to Arbella Pasta and the owner of the
work(s). The award-winning photographs may be used by the company granting the award,
namely Arbella Pasta, for news, advertising, and social responsibility projects by acknowledging
the name of the photographer. Participants hereby agree that they will not demand any copyrights,
moral or material rights, other than the award given, for the photographs used in this manner.

s. According to the rules of the competition, unless explicitly prohibited by the owner of the work, the
work(s) may be reproduced in printed or digital catalogs. The rules governing the copyrights
should be complied with in this regard. Under no circumstances will Arbella Pasta permit the
photos to be used for any other purposes.
t.

Participants who modify photographs sent to the contest in order to falsely claim ownership of
these works, and who attempt to deceive the evaluation committee, will be considered to have
violated the rules of the competition.
u. The sanctions mentioned in Article 13 of the TFSF U/UA Competition Regulations Directive apply
(TR: http://www.tfsf.org.tr/indir/yarismalar/TFSF_Yarisma_Duzenleme_Standartlari_Yonergesi-YG_002-924_05_2016.pdf)”.
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v. Any prize, title, or other recognition granted to a participant who is found in violation of the rules
shall be revoked. The award will be cancelled and the space will remain vacant. This does not
grant any other participants additional rights. If awarded, the participant must return the award.
Participants whose names are on the FIAP red list with a restriction decision by TFSF may not
participate in this competition. The organization committee shall identify the contestants who
participate in this contest and are on restrictions list of TFSF and FIAP Red List, before the jury
evaluation.
w. By participating in a FIAP Patronage Competition, the competitor will be deemed to have
previously acknowledged that FIAP rules and definitions are applicable to the photographs
submitted to the competition, regardless of whether the competitor is a member of FIAP or not.
FIAP can conduct the necessary research into such matters using any and all opportunities and
techniques at hand. If the participant does not provide the required information, does not submit
the original file taken with a camera, or does not cooperate with FIAP to resolve the problem the
participant is banned by FIAP due to violating the rules, and his name will be exposed in every
possible way. It is recommended that photos submitted to the competition be kept intact to
facilitate potential investigation of EXIF data.
x. Arbella Pasta may request the participant for the original files of the photos that have been
selected as winners of the awards and exhibitions.
y. Arbella Pasta will not be responsible for any issues that may arise from the installation of the
works.
z. Photos that have not been selected for awards and exhibits during the competition will be deleted
90 (ninety) days from the date of the notification of results.
aa. The TFSF U/UA Competition Regulation Directive, Arbella Pasta, and TFSF/YK decisions are
applicable in cases not mentioned in the specifications or in possible disagreements.
bb. The presentation of award and exhibition-winning photographs will be available on June 7,2020
from www.arbella.tv.
4. Contest Calendar
Start Date for Competition

: January 1,2020

Submission Deadline

: April 26, 2020@23:00(TSI)

Selection Committee Meeting

: May 2-3, 2020

Notification of Results

: May 7, 2020

Publication of Awarded Photographs on Website

: May 7,2020

Digital Catalog Sharing

: June 7,2020

Exhibition and Award Ceremony

: All participants will be notified of the date and
place via mail following the contest’s
completion.
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5. JURY(in alphabetical order by last name)
Reha BĠLĠR

: (ESFIAP, AFIAP, Hon.SSS, Hon.GĠFSAD, Hon Altınoran, Hon.MOF, Hon SĠFAD,
Hon Sureti Alem) Photographer - TR

Erol DOĞANER
Ġzzet KERĠBAR
Abdulkadir KÜLAHÇIOĞLU
Haluk UYGUR

: (EFIAP, GPU CR2, Hon.SSS, Hon Altınoran) GĠFSAD Kurucu Üyesi - Photographer – TR)

: (EFIAP) - Photographer - TR
: Arbella Makarna General Manager - TR
: (EFIAP)President of Atin Oran Thought and Art Platform - TR

The jury meeting will be conducted with at least three (3) elected board members. The Contest Jury
will be held in the central building meeting room at Arbella Pasta’s headquarters in Mersin.
6. TFSF Representative:
7. AWARD - EXHIBITIONS (Will be distributed for each category separately.)
FIAP

FIAP Gold Medal and750 USD

FIAP

FIAP Silver Medal and 500 USD

FIAP

FIAP Bronze Medal and 250 USD

FIAPSpecial Mentions

Six (6) from each category

FIAPBest Photographer
Award

Awarded to the photographer who receives the most awards in all
sections (exhibition+award)

TFSF

TFSF Gold Medal

TFSF

TFSF Silver Medal

TFSF

TFSF Bronze Medal

GPU

GPU Gold Medaland750USD

GPU

GPU Silver Medaland 500 USD

GPU

GPU Bronze Medaland 250 USD

GPU Special Mention

Six (6)from each category

Arbella Special Award

Plaque (one work from each category, to be selected by the
representative from Arbella)

Exhibitions

Maximum 75 photographs from each category

Total Award Money

: 9,000 USD

Total Awards and Exhibitions : Maximum 290 photographs
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8. COMPETITION SECRETARIAT/CONTACT
Fatih Emre BULUT
Arbella Makarna Durum Gıda Sanayi ve Ticaret A.ġ.
Kazanlı Mah. Cumhuriyet Blv. 73/4
33281Akdeniz-MERSİN/Türkiye
E-posta

durum@durum.com.tr

E-posta Destek

iletisim@arbella.tv

Telefon

+90 324 241 1111

Faks

+90 324 451 3201

This contest is approved by: Türkiye Fotoğraf Sanatı Federasyonu (TFSF) / Photographic Arts
Federation of Turkey, International Federation of Photographic Art (FIAP), Global Photographic Union
(GPU).
A representative of TFSF shall be present during the contest process.

(FIAP 2020/087)

(GPU L200032)
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